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What is an HTML Template?What is an HTML Template?

An HTML template is a folder that contains a template file that ScreenSteps will parse and
use to format lesson and manual output when using the Export to HTML feature. In
addition the folder can contain any number of supporting files or folders.

Although we use the name HTML templates you are by no means limited to HTML output.
Templates can be customized to export any text-based output. This means you can create
your XML templates and import lessons created in ScreenSteps into content management
systems.

An ExampleAn Example

This is an example of the RedRed lesson template that is include with ScreenSteps. It consists of
one file and 3 folders. index.html is the template file used to generate the lesson when
exporting from ScreenSteps.
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The Template FileThe Template File

If you open index.htmlindex.html in a text editor you will see that it is just a text file that contains
instructions for ScreenSteps. At the top of a template file you configure template properties (1).
Later on in the template file you specify how to format the output (2).

Example OutputExample Output

This is an example of what the output from the RedRed lesson template would look like. Notice that
index.html has been replaced by the lesson title (1). The three folder were copied over and
placed in the output folder (2). Because the media foldermedia folder template property was set to
'images/@LESSON_NAME', the lesson images were placed in the imagesimages folder.
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The ScreenSteps Templates FolderThe ScreenSteps Templates Folder

ScreenSteps allows you to customize output using templates. These templates are stored in
a folder on your computer that you can access if you would like to add, modify or share
them.

To share a template simply send the person you want to share it with the template folder
(HTML) or file (PDF and Word). The recipient can then place the folder or file in their
template folder.

Open Templates FolderOpen Templates Folder

To open the ScreenSteps template folder click on the Reveal template folderReveal template folder button (folder icon)
that appears in the HTML Templates preference pane. This will reveal the template folder for
lessons, manuals, blogs or the clipboard depending on which tab you have selected when you
click the button. This folder is located in your user application data support folder.
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The Templates FolderThe Templates Folder

The templates folder contains 3 subfolders - DOCX, HTML and PDF.

The DOCX FolderThe DOCX Folder

The DOCXDOCX folder contains 2 subfolders - Lesson and Topic (Manuals were previously called
Topics). Each of these subfolders contains template files. As you can see the list of templates in
the Word Templates preference pane Manual tab (1) is generated from the list of folders in the
Topic folder (2).

You can add, duplicate or remove template files and they will appear the next time you export a
lesson or manual or to Word.
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The HTML FolderThe HTML Folder

The HTMLHTML folder contains 3 subfolders - Blog, Lesson and Topic (Manuals were previously called
Topics). Each of these subfolders contains template folders. As you can see the list of templates
in the HTML Templates preference pane (1) is generated from the list of folders in the Lesson
folder (2).

You can add, duplicate or remove template folders and they will appear the next time you
export a lesson or manual or to a blog. HTML templates are text based and can be customized
by anyone using a text editor.
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The PDF Template FolderThe PDF Template Folder

The PDFPDF folder contains a single folder named LessonLesson. This folder contains the PDF templates
(1) that you see in the PDF Templates preference pane (2).

PDF templates cannot be modified outside of ScreenSteps but if someone emails you a
template you can copy it into this folder. The template will then be available the next time you
export a lesson or topic as PDF.
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The Anatomy of the Template FileThe Anatomy of the Template File

At a minimum a template folder (whether a lesson template or a manual template) must
contain a template file. This is the file that tells ScreenSteps how to process a lesson or
manual for output. This lesson describes the anatomy of a template file.

IntroductionIntroduction

A template file is a text file that consists of up to eight sections - Configuration, Content, Lesson
Description, Step, Step Title, Step Instructions, Media:Image and Media:Image Full-Size.

Each section starts with "[-- START SECTION_NAME --]" and ends with "[-- END SECTION_NAME --
]". The start and end entries appear on their own line (1).

ScreenSteps defines variables that you can use within a section to specify where ScreenSteps
content should be placed. Let's look at each section in turn.
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The Configuration SectionThe Configuration Section

The Configuration section is where you set the template properties. ScreenSteps uses different
properties depending on whether you are exporting a lesson or the table of contents for a
manual.

PropertiesProperties

web safe - true/false

applies to:applies to: lesson, table of contents

If true then all file names will be made web safe. Default is "false".

web safe delimiter - string

applies to:applies to: lesson

Sets the character used to replace spaces and other invalid characters when generating web
safe output. The default is "_".

text style - html, xml, plain, xml-html, textile, markdown, markdown unescaped, bbcode,
restructuredtext

applies to:applies to: lesson, table of contents

This setting specifies how styled text is handled (i.e. step instructions). "html" will output
instructions using HTML tags for formatting (<strong>, <i>, <p>). "xml" will output unformatted
text using the defined text encoding and then encodes any xml entities. "plain" will output
unformatted text. "xml-html" will output HTML formatted text that has xml entities encoded.
"textile", "bbcode", "restructuredtext" and "markdown" will convert the output using the
specified markup's formatting. URLs are preserved but colors will be lost.

'markdown unescaped' will not escaped any markdown characters that appear in your content.
You can use this if you want to write your lessons using the markdown syntax. Using
'markdown' will escape special markdown characters that appear in your ScreenSteps content.
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Default is "html".

text encoding - utf8, iso

applies to:applies to: lesson, table of contents

How to encode the text. If text encoding is set to iso and text style is set to HTML then
characters will be encoded as HTML entities if need be. Default is "utf8".

newline - unix, windows, mac

applies to:applies to: lesson, table of contents

Specifies what to use for newlines. "unix" uses ASCII 10, "windows" uses ASCII 13 + 10 and
"mac" uses ASCII 13. The default is "unix".

lesson folder - string

aapplies to:pplies to: table of contents

The folder to store lessons in when exporting a manual.

media folder - string

applies to:applies to: lesson

Path where the media will be output to. This path is relative to the folder you select when
exporting.

font family - lucida, helvetica, georgia, courier, trebuchet

applies to:applies to: lesson, table of contents

This property defines what the %FontFamily% variable in the Content section will be. The
default templates included with ScreenSteps define five different font families in the CSS file
based on these five values.

image format - png, jpeg

applies to:applies to: lesson

The image format to use when exporting step images. Default is "png".

jpeg quality - integer

applies to:applies to: lesson

Compression quality to use if image format is "jpeg". Default is 85.

step image position - top, right, bottom

applies to:applies to: lesson

Where to position the image in relation to the step instructions. Default is "right".

max image width on side - integer or empty

applies to:applies to: lesson
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The maximum width an image can have it it appears on the side of the step instructions. Image
will be resized to fit. Set to empty for no limit.

max image height on side - integer or empty

applies to:applies to: lesson

The maximum height an image can have it it appears on the side of the step instructions. Image
will be resized to fit. Set to empty for no limit.

max image width when centered - integer or empty

applies to:applies to: lesson

The maximum width an image can have it it appears above or below the step instructions.
Image will be resized to fit. Set to empty for no limit.

max image height when centered - integer or empty

applies to:applies to: lesson

The maximum width an image can have it it appears above or below the step instructions.
Image will be resized to fit. Set to empty for no limit.

replace content start - string

applies to:applies to: lesson

The string used to locate the beginning of ScreenSteps output. Used when exporting to blog/
web so that ScreenSteps only replaces lesson content and not any additional content that may
have been added since posting the lesson.

replace content end - string

applies to:applies to: lesson

The string used to locate the end of ScreenSteps output. Used when exporting to blog/web so
that ScreenSteps only replaces lesson content and not any additional content that may have
been added since posting the lesson.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

@LESSON_NAME - The name of the project the user provides when exporting the session.

applies to:applies to: lesson

The Media:Image SectionThe Media:Image Section
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Applies to:Applies to: lesson

The media:image section is the text that will be used for each image in your lesson. In this
HTML example each image will be placed in an <img> tag that is wrapped in a <div> tag.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %source% - the relative path of the image.
• %width% - the width of the image.
• %height% - the height of the image.
• %MediaNumber% - the number of the media in the lesson starting from 1.
• %MediaNumberZeroBased% - the number of the media in the lesson starting from 0.
• %FileName% - the name of the media file.
• %FileNameNoExtension% - the name of the media file without the extension.
• %StepTitle% - the step title.
• %WebSafeStepTitle% - a cleansed version of the step title that is web safe.
• %StepNumber% - the indexed step number. Steps are only indexed if the step has a title.
• %StepIndex% - the actual step number, regardless of whether or not the step has a title.
• %StepIndexZeroBased% - same as %Index% but starts counting at 0 rather than 1.

The Media:Image Full-Size SectionThe Media:Image Full-Size Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson

If you include this section in the template file then any image that needs to be downsized in
order to fit within the maximum width and height limits will have a full-size version exported as
well. In this case Media:Image Full-Size will be used instead of Media:Image.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %fullsize_source% - the relative path of the image.
• %fullsize_width% - the width of the image.
• %fullsize_height% - the height of the image.
• %MediaNumber% - the number of the media in the lesson starting from 1.
• %MediaNumberZeroBased% - the number of the media in the lesson starting from 0.
• %FileName% - the name of the media file.
• %FileNameNoExtension% - the name of the media file without the extension.
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The Step Title SectionThe Step Title Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson

Use this section to format how the step title will be displayed. This section is not processed if
the step has no title.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %Title% - the step title.
• %WebSafeTitle% - a cleansed version of the step title that is web safe.
• %StepNumber% - the indexed step number. Steps are only indexed if the step has a title.
• %Indexed% - 'true' if the step has a title. 'false' if not.
• %Index% - the actual step number, regardless of whether or not the step has a title.
• %IndexZeroBased% - same as %Index% but starts counting at 0 rather than 1.

The Step Instructions SectionThe Step Instructions Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson

Use this section to format how the step instructions will be displayed. This section is not
processed if the step has no instructions.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %Instructions% - the step instructions.
• %InstructionsPlain% - the step instructions without any styling.
• %StepNumber% - the indexed step number. Steps are only indexed if the step has a title.
• %Indexed% - 'true' if the step has a title. 'false' if not.
• %Index% - the actual step number, regardless of whether or not the step has a title.
• %IndexZeroBased% - same as %Index% but starts counting at 0 rather than 1.
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The Step SectionThe Step Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson

Use this section to format how the step will be displayed.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %STEP_TITLE% - the value of the Step TileStep Tile section.
• %STEP_INSTRUCTIONS% - the value of the Step InstructionsStep Instructions section.
• %MEDIA_IMAGE% - the value of the Media:ImageMedia:Image or Media:Image Full-SizeMedia:Image Full-Size section.
• %Title% - the step title.
• %Instructions% - the step instructions.
• %InstructionsPlain% - the step instructions without any styling.
• %ImagePosition% - the value of the 'step image position' template variable.
• %StepNumber% - the indexed step number. Steps are only indexed if the step has a title.
• %Indexed% - 'true' if the step has a title. 'false' if not.
• %Index% - the actual step number, regardless of whether or not the step has a title.
• %IndexZeroBased% - same as %Index% but starts counting at 0 rather than 1.

The Lesson Description SectionThe Lesson Description Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson, table of contents

Use this section to format how the lesson description will be displayed. This section is not
processed if the lesson has no description.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %LessonDescription% - the lesson description.
• %LessonDescriptionPlain% - the lesson description without any styling.
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The Navigation SectionThe Navigation Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson

This section will be processed for each step in the lesson that is indexed (has a title). Use it to
create step navigation within the HTML page.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %Title% - the step title.
• %StepNumber% - the indexed step number. Steps are only indexed if the step has a title.
• %Index% - the actual step number, regardless of whether or not the step has a title.
• %IndexZeroBased% - same as %Index% but starts counting at 0 rather than 1.

The Lesson Link:Previous SectionThe Lesson Link:Previous Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson in a manual

This section is available if a lesson is being exported as part of a manual. Use it to create a link
to the previous lesson in the manual.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %PreviousLessonLink% - the link to the previous lesson in the manual.
• %PreviousLessonTitle% - the title of the previous lesson in the manual.
• %TableOfContentsLink% - the link to the manual table of contents.

The Lesson Link:Next SectionThe Lesson Link:Next Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson in a manual
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This section is available if a lesson is being exported as part of a manual. Use it to create a link
to the next lesson in the manual.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %NextLessonLink% - the link to the next lesson in the manual.
• %NextLessonTitle% - the title of the next lesson in the manual.
• %TableOfContentsLink% - the link to the manual table of contents.

The Lesson SectionThe Lesson Section

Applies to:Applies to: table of contents

Use this section to format each lesson that will appear in the LessonsLessons section.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %LessonTitle% - the lesson title.
• %LessonLink% - the link to the lesson.
• %LessonDescription% - the lesson description.
• %LESSON_DESCRIPTION% - the value of the Lesson DescriptionLesson Description section.

The Lessons SectionThe Lessons Section

Applies to:Applies to: table of contents

Use this section to format how the lessons in a section will be formatted.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %LESSON% - the value of the LessonLesson section.
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The Section SectionThe Section Section

Applies to:Applies to: table of contents

Use this section to format how the lessons in a section will be formatted.

Variables Available in this SectionVariables Available in this Section

• %SectionTitle% - the section title.
• %LESSONS% - the value of the LessonsLessons section.

The Content SectionThe Content Section

Applies to:Applies to: lesson, lesson in a manual, table of contents

This section is where you bring all of the other sections together to form the main document.

Variables Available in this Section (Lesson)Variables Available in this Section (Lesson)
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• %FontFamily% - the value of the font family template property.
• %FontFamilyFonts% - outputs the full list of font families for the %FontFamily%. Can be used

directly in a CSS style.
• %LessonTitle% - the name of the lesson.
• %LessonTags% - a comma delimited list of tags assigned to the lesson.
• %LESSON_DESCRIPTION% - the value of the Lesson DescriptionLesson Description section.
• %LESSON_STEPS% - the combined value of the StepStep section for all steps.
• %NAVIGATION% - the value of the NavigationNavigation section.

Additional Variables Available for Lessons in a ManualAdditional Variables Available for Lessons in a Manual

• %LESSON_LINK:PREVIOUS% - the value of the Lesson Link:PreviousLesson Link:Previous section.
• %LESSON_LINK:NEXT% - the value of the Lesson Link:NextLesson Link:Next section.
• %TableOfContentsLink% - the link to the manual table of contents.
• %ManualTitle% - the name of the manual.
• %ChapterTitle% - the name of the chapter the lesson is in.
• %LessonNumber% - the lesson number within the manual.
• %TotalLessons% - the total number of lessons in the manual.
• %ChapterLessonNumber% - the number of the lesson within the chapter.

Variables Available in this Section (Table of Contents)Variables Available in this Section (Table of Contents)

• %FontFamily% - the value of the font family template property.
• %FontFamilyFonts% - outputs the full list of font families for the %FontFamily%. Can be used

directly in a CSS style.
• %ManualTitle% - the name of the manual.
• %SECTIONS% - the value of the SectionsSections section.
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Installing/Sharing TemplatesInstalling/Sharing Templates

This lesson will show you how to install new templates for ScreenSteps. You can also use
this method if you would like to move your custom templates from one machine to
another.

Reveal Templates FolderReveal Templates Folder

Open Preferences > HTML TemplatesPreferences > HTML Templates and select the folder icon. This will open up the templates
folder on your system.

The templates folder just contains folders for each type of template. In this example we are
going to add a new BlogBlog template. Select the BlogBlog folder.
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Copy Template to FolderCopy Template to Folder

Now just add your template to the BlogBlog folder. It will automatically show up in your list of
templates.

Moving Templates Between MachinesMoving Templates Between Machines

If you want to move a template between two systems just

1. Open the template folder as described above.

2. Copy the template folder you want to move.

3. Move the folder to the new system and follow the instructions above to install it.
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Customizing TemplatesCustomizing Templates
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Setting the Maximum Height/Width for StepSetting the Maximum Height/Width for Step
ImagesImages

HTML templates allow you to limit the maximum height and width that an image can have
when you export. This can be useful if you need your images to fit within certain
dimensions to display properly on a web page.

Using the Preferences HTML > Templates PaneUsing the Preferences HTML > Templates Pane

As of ScreenSteps version 2.7 you can change the maximum image widthwidth in the Preferences >
Templates pane. Just open the HTML Templates pane (1) and modify the Max Image WidthMax Image Width
property (2).

Editing Template File Directly: Open Template FileEditing Template File Directly: Open Template File

If you are not familiar with template files take a look at this lesson on how to locate them and
this lesson which describes templates.
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The PropertiesThe Properties

There are two sets of template properties that you should be aware of. One set is used for
images that appear on the side of the step instructions and the other set is used for images that
appear above or below the step instructions.

max image width on side

max image height on side

max image width when centered

max image height when centered

You can set just the width, just the height or both. Here is a screenshot of one of the default
templates included with ScreenSteps. In this template the maximum width an image can have
when it appears above or below the step instructions is 580 pixels. There is no limit to the
height of the image.
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Changing the Text Encoding of OutputChanging the Text Encoding of Output

All templates encode text as UTF-8 by default. If you are integrating output into a website or
system that requires ISO-8859-1 encoding then you will need to change the text encodingtext encoding
property of the template.

Open The Template FileOpen The Template File

Locate the text styletext style property.

OutputOutput

This is an example of what a step title of TéléphoneTéléphone would look like if you were to open an
exported lesson in Firefox and view source.
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Change to "iso"Change to "iso"

Change the text styletext style to 'iso'.

New OutputNew Output

Now that 'iso' encoding is being used special characters are encoded using html entities since
the characters cannot be represented using the ISO-8859-1 character set.
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How Do I Add My Company Logo to aHow Do I Add My Company Logo to a
Template?Template?

This lesson will show you the basics of how to add an image, such as your company logo, to
the table of contents and lesson pages of a manual HTML template.

If you are not familiar with locating HTML templates in ScreenSteps please see this lesson. If
you are modifying one of the default ScreenSteps templates we recommend making a copy
of the template and modifying that.

Where to store your company logoWhere to store your company logo

When deciding how to reference the image you want to add to the template you have two
options.

The first option is to place a copy of your company logo in the template folder. Doing this will
include the image every time you export the manual.

The second option is to point the template to an image that resides on your web server. Doing
this means your image will always be up to date if it changes on the server. You may want to
consider this approach if you are adding a company logo.
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If you want to include your image In the manual template folder then you should place it in the
./TOC/images./TOC/images folder. In this example a company logo has been added to the default template.

Edit Table of Contents FileEdit Table of Contents File

Next you need to edit the ./TOC/index.html./TOC/index.html. This file is used when generating the table of
contents for the manual.

Open this file in a text editor.
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Add <img> TagAdd <img> Tag

In order for your image to be displayed you need to add an <img> tag. A good place to add the
tag is in the CONTENTCONTENT section (1) right below the "wrapper" <div>"wrapper" <div> (2).

Here is the updated index.html template looks like with the image added to it. Notice that the
template is referencing the image in the ./images./images folder.

Note that if you are referencing a file on your web server then you would need to adjust the
"src" property accordingly.
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Add the logo to the Lesson pagesAdd the logo to the Lesson pages

Now we will look at adding the image to the lessons template. Open ./Lesson/Default.html./Lesson/Default.html in a
text editor.
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Add <img> tagAdd <img> tag

Add the <img> tag to the lesson template. As with the manual template, a good place to add the
tag is in the CONTENTCONTENT section (1) right below the "wrapper" <div>"wrapper" <div> (2).

Here is the updated Default.html template looks like with the image added to it. Notice that the
template is referencing the image in the .,/images.,/images folder. Lesson files are stored in a different
folder than the table of contents file.
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The ResultThe Result

Here is an example of the table of contents page with a logo added to it.

Here is an example of a lesson page with the logo added.
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How Can I Get a Step Image To Appear BelowHow Can I Get a Step Image To Appear Below
the Step Instructions?the Step Instructions?

If you would like your images to appear below step instructions when you export HTML you
need to make a slight modification to the HTML template you are using. This lesson will
show you how.

Reveal TemplateReveal Template

In the HTML Templates preferences pane right-click on the template you would like to modify.
Select Reveal Template FolderReveal Template Folder from the contextual menu.
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Edit index.html fileEdit index.html file

Now open the index.html file in your favorite text editor.

Update Configuration SectionUpdate Configuration Section

In the configuration section change the step image positionstep image position property to bottombottom.

Edit STEP SectionEdit STEP Section
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Locate the STEP section in the template. In the STEP section the %MEDIA:IMAGE% template
variable appears before %STEP_INSTRUCTIONS%.

Edit the template so that %STEP:INSTRUCTIONS% appears before %MEDIA:IMAGE%.

Export Using TemplateExport Using Template

Now when you export using the template the step image will appear below the instructions
text. Note that the GUI in the HTML preferences pane will not display "below" as an option. As
long as you don't make any changes to the template image position using the GUI the value
won't be changed from "bottom".
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How Do I Add An Image Border When ExportingHow Do I Add An Image Border When Exporting
To Blog?To Blog?

This lesson will show you how to modify a ScreenSteps HTML template so that your images
have a border around them when exporting to blog. This lesson uses inline CSS since not all
blogs allow you to customize the CSS files used for displaying your posts.

Locate The HTML TemplateLocate The HTML Template

Open the HTML TemplatesHTML Templates preference pane (1) and select the BlogsBlogs tab (2). Right-click on the
template you would like to customize and select Reveal Template FolderReveal Template Folder (3).
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Edit index.htmlEdit index.html

The template folder will have a file named index.htmlindex.html. This file contains the instructions that
ScreenSteps uses whenever it posts a lesson to your blog. Open index.htmlindex.html in your favorite text
editor.

Edit MEDIA:IMAGE SectionEdit MEDIA:IMAGE Section

At the end of index.html template file is the MEDIA:IMAGEMEDIA:IMAGE section of the template. This instructs
ScreenSteps what to do with images when uploading to your blog.

Add Border StylingAdd Border Styling
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Do add a border to your images add the stylestyle attribute (1) to the imgimg tag (2). In this example all
images will have a 1 pixel solid border that is light gray.

SampleSample

Here is an example of what the image border will look like when you post to your blog.
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Customizing Step Title formatting in BlogCustomizing Step Title formatting in Blog
TemplatesTemplates

View Your Blog TemplatesView Your Blog Templates

Open your preferences window and select HTML Templates > BlogHTML Templates > Blog.

Review Template FolderReview Template Folder

Right click on the template you want to edit and select Reveal Template FolderReveal Template Folder.
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Duplicate the folderDuplicate the folder

Duplicate the folder and rename it.

Here I have renamed the folder to "My Blog Template".

Update Styling InfoUpdate Styling Info

If you look for the [-- START STEP TITLE --] section you will see the formatting that will be used
for the step title. The default is an h3 tag but you can change this to any tag you would like. The
only part you need to keep is the %Title% string (that is where the title gets inserted.

If you want to add inline styling to the tag just update the text in the style attribute. For
example, I could enter the following:
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style="font-size:14px;font-style:italic;color:#CC6600;font-weight:normal;"

That would give me an h3 tag that is orange, italic, not bold and 14 pixels in size.

Save and UseSave and Use

Now just save the file and use it the next time you want to upload a post to your blog.
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How to Add Whatever Font You Want to YourHow to Add Whatever Font You Want to Your
HTML TemplateHTML Template

When you determine the font you are going to use for an HTML document you have to
realize that when an end user views that document in their browser they can only see fonts
that are installed on their system. That means that if you set the font of your HTML
document to "My Fancy Unique Font" and your end user doesn't have that font installed,
they won't see it.

How ScreenSteps Handles Fonts for HTML TemplatesHow ScreenSteps Handles Fonts for HTML Templates

In ScreenSteps we let you select a font-family for HTML templates. But all this does is add an
html class to the body. The CSS files in the default HTML templates then know what to render
for each class.
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Example From HTML TemplateExample From HTML Template

Here is an example from one of the ScreenSteps HTML templates.

Example From the CSS FileExample From the CSS File

Here you can see the font-family declarations for each class. So if you select "Courier" as the
font for your template, ScreenSteps adds the class "courier" to the body tag and the CSS file
sets the font accordingly.

Why Did We Choose the Fonts We DidWhy Did We Choose the Fonts We Did

These are common fonts that are available on the vast majority of operating systems so you
content should look pretty close to the same on various systems.

How Do I Set My Own Font?How Do I Set My Own Font?

It is very simple. Just add a CSS style with the font you want to use. You will need to modify one
of the stock templates or create one form scratch.
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Open Templates FolderOpen Templates Folder

Open the HTML TemplatesHTML Templates preference pane (1) and select the LessonLesson, ManualManual or ClipboardClipboard tab
(2). Right-click on the template you would like to customize and select Reveal Template FolderReveal Template Folder
(3).

Edit the CSS FileEdit the CSS File
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Open the css file in a text editor.

Comment out the font-family settings starting with a /* and ending with a */. Then add your
own font-family setting. That is all there is to it. You can add multiple fonts in a list. The user's
computer will try to load each font in the list until it finds one that matches a font the user has
installed.
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How Do I Make The Image Appear To the Left ofHow Do I Make The Image Appear To the Left of
the Text in an HTML Template?the Text in an HTML Template?

Learn how to make your image appear to the left of your text in your HTML templates. To
do this you just need to edit two areas of your template. We have attached a Blog template
that uses this technique which you can download and install to your templates folder.

ExampleExample

This is what your HTML template would look like after completing this tutorial. Notice that the
image appears to the left and the text for each step wraps around the image.
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In this example we are going to add the CSS inline for the template. Open your ScreenSteps
template and edit the [-- START MEDIA:IMAGE --][-- START MEDIA:IMAGE --] block. In the stylestyle attribute for the StepImage
div add:

margin: 0px 10px 10px 0;

float: left;

This will make the image float to the left of the text. The text will wrap around the image.

Fix Float Wrapping IssuesFix Float Wrapping Issues

If you have a step that just has an image with no text you could end up with some funny display
issues where steps would appear next to each other. To fix this add a new div right after the
%MEDIA:IMAGE% %STEP_INSTRUCTIONS% line:

<div style="clear:both";></div>
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Using Image Zoom in TemplatesUsing Image Zoom in Templates

ScreenSteps 2.0.3 added a new template section that allows you to provide zoom links in
your HTML output.

New MEDIA:IMAGE FULL-SIZE SectionNew MEDIA:IMAGE FULL-SIZE Section

ScreenSteps provides the MEDIA:IMAGE (1) template section which is used to output the HTML
(or other markup) for displaying an image.

As of version 2.0.3 you can add a MEDIA:IMAGE FULL-SIZE (1) section to your templates. When
exporting, ScreenSteps will use this section (rather than MEDIA:IMAGE) whenever an image has
to be reduced in size in order to to fit within the maximum media height and width for the
template.

This new section has three additional variables that you can use: %fullsize_source%,
%fullsize_width% and %fullsize_height%. They mimic the %source%, %width% and %height%
variables in the MEDIA:IMAGE section but resolve to the values for the full-size image.

The default section included with ScreenSteps provides a zoom link (3) that will open the full-
size image in a new browser window.

Copy and PasteCopy and Paste

You can copy and paste the following section definition to help get you started in your own
templates.

[-- START MEDIA:IMAGE FULL-SIZE --]

<div class="image">

<a href="%fullsize_source%" class="image" target="_blank"><img src="%source%"
width="%width%" height="%height%"></a>
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<div class="caption"><a href="%fullsize_source%" target="_blank">Zoom</a></div>

</div>

[-- END MEDIA:IMAGE FULL-SIZE --]
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How to center images in an HTML templateHow to center images in an HTML template

Open Template CSS FileOpen Template CSS File

Find the template you want to customize.

Update CSSUpdate CSS

Add this CSS to the end of your file:

body div#LessonContent div.lessonStep div.image {

text-align: center;

}

Save and ExportSave and Export

Now you should be able to save and export and your images will be centered on the page.
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Customizing Lesson Navigation Links In ManualCustomizing Lesson Navigation Links In Manual
TemplatesTemplates

This lesson will show you how to customize lesson navigation links when exporting manuals
to HTML.

Before you begin this lesson you should familiarize yourself with the ScreenSteps HTML
Template folder.

Copy a Topic TemplateCopy a Topic Template

Make a copy of one of the Topic (manuals were formerly topics) HTML templates in the
./Templates/HTML/Topic folder.
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Open Lesson Template FileOpen Lesson Template File

In the copy of the topic template folder you just created and copied you will find a Lesson
folder. Open the Default.htmlDefault.html file in your favorite text editor.

LESSON LINK:PREVIOUS SectionLESSON LINK:PREVIOUS Section

Find the LESSON LINK:PREVIOUS section in the template file.

Modify Template TextModify Template Text
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Change the text in this section to whatever suits your needs. Also change the text in the LESSON
LINK:NEXT section.

In this example I've changed the link text from Previous LessonPrevious Lesson to Previous TutorialPrevious Tutorial.

ExportExport

Now you can export a manual and select your new template.

The ResultThe Result

The navigation in your exported manual will display the new text you entered in the lesson
template.
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Creating an XML TemplateCreating an XML Template

ScreenSteps allows you to export to PDF, HTML, ScreenSteps Live and Blogs. When
exporting to HTML or a Blog, ScreenSteps uses a template system to generate text files with
HTML markup. You can create and customize your own templates and export XML files
which can then be imported into other content management systems.

You can download the template created in this lesson here.

Open HTML Template FolderOpen HTML Template Folder

Open the HTML Templates Preferences Pane (1) and click on the "Reveal template folder"
button (2). The folder where lesson HTML templates are located will be opened in the Finder or
Windows Explorer.
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Copy An Existing TemplateCopy An Existing Template

Make a copy of an existing template. I have made a copy of the "Neutral" template.
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Rename FilesRename Files

Rename the "Neutral copy" folder and "index.html" to something meaningful. I have chosen
XML and lesson.xml. You can delete the js, css and images folders.

Open lesson.xml in Text Editor & ConfigureOpen lesson.xml in Text Editor & Configure

Open the lesson.xml file in your favorite text editor and look at the configuration section (1).
Change the settings of your file to match the settings in this picture.

I am using "xml-html" as the text style (2). This setting will maintain text styling (bold, italic, etc.)
in the output. You can also set this to "xml" if you just want xml encoded text without styling.
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I removed any image size constraints (3) so images will export at the size I have specified in my
lesson.

Note that I deleted the "font family" setting as that only applies to HTML documents.

Format the Content SectionFormat the Content Section

Now we can define what the exported content will look like. In this example I'm creating a basic
xml document with the following hierarchy:

lesson

title

description

steps

step

instructions

media
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Here is what the rest of the template looks like.

ExportExport
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Once you have finished configuring the lesson.xml file you are ready to export. Select the
lesson you would like to export and export as HTML.

The template you created will now appear in the list of available templates. Select it (1) and click
"Export" (2).

Sample OutputSample Output

Your output will look something like this.
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Removing The Lesson Description From theRemoving The Lesson Description From the
Table of ContentsTable of Contents

When exporting a manual to HTML using a default template the lesson description is
included in the table of contents page. This lesson will show you how to remove the lesson
description.

Reveal Manual Template FolderReveal Manual Template Folder

Open Preferences, click on HTML TemplatesHTML Templates (1) and navigate to the Manual tabManual tab (2). Click on the
reveal folder button (3).
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Duplicate Existing TemplateDuplicate Existing Template

Duplicate the template folder you would like to modify. I am going to modify the Black BGBlack BG
template for this example.

Open index.html FileOpen index.html File

Locate the index.htmlindex.html file in the ./TOC./TOC folder of the template folder you are modifying. This file
contains the instructions for rendering the table of contents page when exporting a manual to
HTML.
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Edit LESSON SectionEdit LESSON Section

Locate the LESSON section in the index.html file. Look for the text %LESSON_DESCRIPTION%%LESSON_DESCRIPTION%.

Delete %LESSON_DESCRIPTION%%LESSON_DESCRIPTION% and save the file.

Export a ManualExport a Manual

Now export a manual and select the new template you just created.
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The Lesson Description No Longer AppearsThe Lesson Description No Longer Appears

Now your table of contents no longer contains the lesson descriptions.
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